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Abstract-The following paper examines the capability of 
extending basestation sector beams in order to assume 
coverage in a partially or ful ly  failed neighbouring cell. 
Increasing the transmit power of the sector to reach out 
for new users is not possible in UMTS since it increases 
integerence in the system. This paper considers how 
adaptive coverage can be implemented in practice. 
Analysis suggests that pe$ormance is downlink limited. A 
balanced link power algorithm is required to provide the 
extra power for increasing the range capability of the 
sector Furthermore, it is found that up to 25% of users 
(premium rate customers) in a failed heavily loaded cell 
can be supported by sector extension. This figure 
approaches 100% for a lightly loaded cell, or the more 
practical case of sector failure. In all cases, SA 
significantly enhances the number of users that can be 
supported anywhere in the failed cell. 

1. Introduction 
The complexity involved in the deployment of a third 
generation UMTS network has been highlighted in a 
number of recent papers [ 1][21[[31. Network dimensioning 
is made difficult since the system performance is 
dependent on traffic distribution. Alternative methods to 
traditional fixed planning, such as ‘Self-organisation’, 
have been proposed as a means to organise future wireless 
networks and to make them more flexible and adaptive 
[4]. Future networks require the deployment of many 
thousands of basestations in microcellular and picocellular 
scenarios. Fixed planning is made difficult due to 
inaccuracies in the propagation modelling process. Either 
propagation models must be significantly improved or 
more dynamic networks will have to be deployed. 

This paper is part of an ongoing study to implement 
Situation Awareness (SA) functionality in cellular 
networks. Ultimately the work aims to determine the 
extent to which ‘self organising’ networks can be 
deployed [5]. This involves making basestations more 
aware of their environment, in order that they can react to 
time varying imbalances such as variations in the 
propagation environment or traffic load within the 
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network. In addition, self organisation can help overcome 
changes in topography, for example seasonal variations or 
the constructioddemolition of building structures. 

The provision of continuous coverage is important for any 
operator, especially in areas of high traffic concentration. 
Basestation or sector failure in these areas translates to 
substantial loss in revenue and a poor perceived QoS. The 
motivation of the work is to devise a network that could 
respond dynamically to these outages. 

In .CDMA systems, coverage is mostly affected by the 
tendency of cells to change in size or ‘breathe’ [6]. As the 
number of users entering the cell increases, ambient RF 
noise and link loss increases, causing the signal quality to 
degrade. The overall effect results in a reduction of the cell 
radius as the number of subscribers increases. CDMA 
specifications include a 3dB margin for cell breathing. 
However, this implies that the number of cells must be 
increased in order to meet the capacity and coverage 
requirements. This costly constraint could be avoided by 
the use of an adaptive coverage system. 

Adaptive coverage can also simplify the process of 
addition or removal of basestations in the network. The 
normal implication in such a case is that an extensive 
replanning exercise is required and this will be both time 
consuming and costly. A network that can adapt its 
coverage area according to the scenario described above 
would have numerous advantages. This paper proposes to 
evaluate the parameters required to implement such 
functionality by studying the specific scenario of 
basestation or sector failure. A simulator has been devised 
to model a hexagonal UMTS network. The basestations 
are arranged on a regular grid and a COST 231 
symmetrical propagation model is assumed for both 
uplink and downlink. A 6-sector configuration (narrow 
beamwidth) was chosen for each basestation so that the 
overlap area during beam extensions is minimal, thereby 
preventing any reduction in capacity due to increased 
interference. The paper is divided into three sections. The 
first section covers the basestation failure scenario and the 
power control algorithms used. The second section 
describes the results obtained from the simulation 
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scenario. Finally, the paper includes a set of conclusions 
and observations based on the simulation studies 
performed to date. 

2. Simulator and scenario description 
Spilling and Nix [5] proposed the inclusion of additional 
information (BS identification, position in latitude and 
longitude, broadcast control channel transmit power) on 
the broadcast control channel to ease the implementation 
of dynamic coverage. Additional parameters are required 
to implement adaptive coverage and these include 
communicating: (i) Loading conditions of basestations to 
neighbouring cells and (ii) Location of nearest neighbours 
to each basestation. 

In a situation-aware cellular network, details of the 
propagation environment would be obtained from User 
Equipment (UE) located within the coverage area of each 
basestation. This allows the network to establish the 
relative path loss between basestations so that each 
individual basestation can increase or decrease its transmit 
power in order to achieve the required coverage. 
However, for the purposes of our simulation, the 
propagation samples around the basestations are modelled 
indirectly. 

Basestations can be placed and then activated or failed on 
the grid of the simulator. Mobile users can also be 
deployed uniformly over the simulation area thereby 
making it possible to estimate individual path losses and 
relative distances. 

2.1 Basestation failure scenario 

In the following scenario a basestation is deactivated to 
simulate failure and the proposed adaptive coverage 
algorithm is applied in an attempt to heal the resulting 
outage. The network detects the location of the site and 
the coverage gap. The algorithm then determines, as per 
the loading conditions, two sectors belonging to 
basestations in the first tier which could be extended to 
cover users in the failed cell. The concept is shown in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Sectors from BS2 and BS5 close the gap left 
by the failure of BS1 

2.2 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made in the modelling and 
simulation process. 

0 

0 

Perfect power control assumed (finite range) 

Voice activity factor not taken into account 

No limitations on available codes for downlink 

2.3 Simulation Specification 
In order to demonstrate the capabilities and benefits of 
range extension in the context of situation-aware adaptive 
coverage, a set of simulations were performed using the 
parameters listed in Table 1. 

Cell Layout I Hexagonal 
ProDanation model I Cost 231 

Table 1: UMTS simulation parameters 

3. Beam extension 
The interference characteristics of both uplink and 
downlink differ for a spatially uniform traffic distribution 
condition. In addition, both links have different 
constraints to range extension and must therefore be 
modelled separately. 

3.1 Downlink power control 
In the downlink, factors such as the loading condition, the 
maximum transmit power of the power amplifier at the 
basestation and the user bit rate determine the maximum 
range. Of these three parameters, it is easier to control the 
power amplifier for the purposes of beam extension. The 
total power available in a cell is limited by the linearity of 
its power amplifier. An algorithm that maintains 
sufficient transmission quality for each downlink channel 
while providing extra power for beam extension is highly 
desirable. A downlink power algorithm that balances link 
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quality is implemented by solving equation (1) 
(maximising the minimum transmission quality for users 
of cell k) [7]. 

Where E represents the transmission quality for cell k and 
1, are the set of mobiles served by cell k. G a  denotes the 
link gain on the path between the ith mobile and the kth 
cell site and W is the bandwidth. R is the channel rate, Pi 
denotes the transmit power of basestation j .  Finally, p a  is 
the amount of power dedicated to the traffic signal of 
mobile i in cell k. 

The algorithm consists of two parts: (i) allocating and (ii) 
adjusting. The basestation will allocate power, on a first 
pass, to mobiles in its service area. It will then determine 
the link qualities and reallocate power evenly so that all 
links enjoy the same quality. The transmission power of 
several basestations is adaptively controlled. 

3.2 Downlink beam extension 

Within SeOtOT 

and rsanorata 

Figure 2: Downlink beam extension algorithm 

The operation of downlink beam extension is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Two sectors are extended from the neighbouring 
cells in order to reach half way across the failed cell. Each 
new user is allocated sufficient power in order to establish 
a link. All links within the sector are balanced. In the 
event that the transmission quality falls below a minimum 
threshold, the transmit power of the sector is increased in 
steps of 0.5dB. The power amplifier will track the 
balanced link quality of the sector as shown in Figure 3. 
Initially, the basestation is transmitting at maximum 
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power. However, as new users are admitted in the sector, 
the link quality is evaluated. If it is superior to the 
threshold, the power is decreased proportionately. As the 
sector reaches its capacity limit, the link quality goes 
below the threshold and the power has to be increased 
once again. 

Power allocation In the downlink 

-+ Power 
+- EblNo 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Additional user to the extended sector 

Figure 3: Downlink power control 

The beam may be extended fully to the centre of the failed 
cell (d = 4.14km) depending on its loading conditions. 

3.3 Uplink range extension 
The range in the uplink is principally constrained by the 
transmit power of the mobile station. A perfectly balanced 
link power algorithm is not possible because of the 
asynchronous nature of the link. Each mobile station is 
made to transmit at a minimum power level so that each 
link achieves an EbINo value above the threshold (yi). The 
power control problem is then to find the minimum values 
for PI such that: ri, 2 yi, where Ti (set of EbINo values for 
all links) is defined as: 

Where, PI is the transmit power of user I, N is the number 
of users in the sector and the other variables are as defined 
in (1). The uplink algorithm is described in Figure 4. As 
the beam is extended, new users are engaged. The link 
qualities are then evaluated and the respective mobile 
transmit powers suitably adjusted. Balancing all links 
simultaneously is not possible, hence the objective of the 
algorithm is to minimise the uplink transmit power. New 
users are admitted in the sector as long as they can be 
supported. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the respective 
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transmit power and link quality as perceived by each user 
in the sector, for a particular deployment scenario. 

It can be observed that while the transmit power varies 
considerably for each user, depending on their relative 
position in the sector, individual link qualities vary 
considerably less. The algorithm converges when all links 
are supported. 

Adjust transmit 
power of mobiles 

I 

I 

, 4 Calcrlafelink 1 
qualities in sector 

Loading Users in Supported 
factor failed usersin 
(x) cell failed cell 
0.1 12 12 

% of Range 
support+ achieved 

users MI 
100 4.02 

T A B  additional user 

I I 

Figure 4: Uplink range extension algorithm 

Link quality in uplink . . .  
I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 93 
User Number 

User Number 

Figure 5: Uplink power control with new users 

3.4 Cell Failure without situation awareness 
In the following scenario, the same user deployment is 
applied as before, however situation-awareness is not 
supported in the failure process. The purpose is to form a 
bench mark comparison for the adaptive coverage 
algorithm. No neighbouring sector is extended and users 
re-establish their links by connecting to the next best 
server available. The downlink power control algorithm 

used in this case allocates power depending on the mobile 
station's Eb/No requirement. Power allocation for each 
mobile is calculated using equation (3) [SI. Comparative 
results are presented in the next section. 

Where p is the ratio of power assigned to a mobile user as a 
fraction of the total basestation power and M is the number 
of basestations. 

4. Simulation Results 

4.1 Criterion of evaluation 
In the simulation, the performance of one of the extended 
sectors used to serve users in the failed cell is evaluated. 
Since the algorithms are centralised, whereas in practice 
they should be decentralised, the requirement on 
computational power is excessive to perform Monte- 
Carlo type simulations. Consequently, users were 
deployed in a manner so as to meet the loading criteria of 
each sector. The number of successful active links 
connected to the extended sector forms the evaluation 
criterion for the algorithm. 

4.2 Performance of downlink algorithm 
The range' values for the downlink decrease with 
increasing load. Interestingly, the results obtained for 
range ( R )  and load ( X )  do not follow an R=A/X" 
relationship (where A is the amplitude and n is the 
steepness exponent) as expected from [9]. Rather, the 
maximum range, as seen from Table 2, decreases at a 
much slower rate. 

Table 2: Simulation results for downlink 

The range values quoted are also a function of user distribution within 
the failed cell 
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The range-load relationship is explained by the fact that 
the transmit powers of the basestations are adaptively 
controlled by employing a balanced link algorithm. As 
such the intercell interference perceived by the extended 
sector is considerably less than in normal conditions. The 
failure of the central basestation reduces this interference 
further. 

4.3 Performance of uplink algorithm 
The results in Table 3 suggest that the uplink is not the 
limiting factor to range extension since all users are 
accommodated for various loading conditions. The results 
could differ significantly for high rate services where 
mobile transmission power would be a limiting factor. 

48 48 

Table 3: Simulation results for the uplink 

4.4 Performance without situation awareness 
Users covered as % of total users 

-(t With Sauation Awamess 
--D Without Situation Awareness 

70 t \ 

Figure 6: Comparative benefit using SA 

Simulation results demonstrate that there are only a few 
users that can connect from the failed cell to 
neighbouring sectors without 'Situation Awareness'. 
Figure 6 suggests that there are clear benefits in utilising 
an adaptive coverage based on SA. It can be seen that up 
to 25% of users in a failed heavily loaded (X=0.8) cell 
can be supported by sector extension. This figure 

approaches 100% of users for a lightly loaded (X=O.l) 
cell, or the more practical and less severe case of sector 
failure. In all cases, SA significantly enhances the 
number of users that can be supported anywhere in the 
failed cell. 

5. Conclusions 
This paper has introduced an investigation into the use of 
adaptive coverage in the context of situation awareness. 
The parameters required for implementation in a UMTS 
network have been identified. A specific scenario of a 
failed cell (or sector) was chosen. The ramification of 
extending a 60" beam over half the area of the failed cell 
was thus accordingly studied. The downlink proved to be 
the limiting factor where range extension capability 
reached its limit for moderate and heavy loading 
conditions if all users are to be supported. 
The techniques described in this paper demonstrate how 
the service quality of premium rate UMTS subscribers 
could be ensured, even in the event of basestation failure 
or time varying topography or propagation effects. 
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